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ready to stake by attending a Moslem round-dance, and he went
through the usual vicissitudes of imprisonment, skirmishing and
quarrelling in his cups. Deep drinking led on to * gabs', and when
sober again the heroes found themselves committed in honour to
the wildest adventures. So, in Bojcic Alija and Glumac Asanaga
(Duric, viii. 8), the Moslem Serbs undertake in their cups a raid
on the coastal cities which they have to execute when sober; they
ravage the coast successfully, and it is only a wanton crime that
brings down vengeance upon them. Formal challenges to single
combat are stock themes, and there are lively representations of
stratagems. In Gruica and the Pasha from Zagorje (Duric, vii. 3) the
conventional thirty outlaws disguise themselves as girls and kill off
an amorous pasha with his retinue, Imprisonment and death end
the career of many a band; and in such a case silence was the virtue
most esteemed (Duric, vii. 7: Old Vujaditi). Ingenious or courage-
ous escapes furnished a more congenial theme: Milja the Shepherd
got away by a clever ruse, Stojan Jankovic beguiled the sister of his
jailer, and Young Radoica shammed death, not flinching though
they laid a snake on his chest and drove nails under his finger-nails;
if his eyelid fluttered when Hajkuna danced round at the head of
a bevy of pretty girls, that was a weakness Hajkuna could conceal
and forgive (Duric, vii. 8). A certain Vukosav escaped because his
fiancee dressed like a Turkish soldier and pretended to bring an
order for his release. The free life was hardly less harsh. Juris of
Senj kept his band together after a lean season, and only after hope
of profit was abandoned did they strike a rich convoy, and in other
ballads we have glimpses of the band dispersed for the winter and
dependent on the loyalty of their friends. The adventures of
'uskoci' and 'haiduci* are too numerous to follow in detail; and we
need only add that there was at sea a certain Erko the Latin, who
was in the habit of shanghaiing hillmen to form crews for his raids
against the Italian coasts, and it was in a sea-fight that Bjurja
Danilic and Simo the Latin met their end.
There is a short and undistinguished ballad in the Erlangen
manuscript (91) on the battle of Belgrade in 1717, the only interest
of which is that it forms a Slavic contrast with the German Prince
Eugenius. With the nineteenth century a more national spirit
entered into the war. The ballad-poets continued to organize the
Serbian guerrilleros, and in some way they had their finest hero in
Kara George. But the time for the best ballads was passed, and

